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Introduction
Performing specific physical exercises regularly is important for patient recovery after severe events such as stroke [1] or surgery on the musculoskeletal system [2]. To ensure patient compliance, these rehabilitation exercises are usually monitored and motivated by physiotherapists. In order to improve outcome further, promote self-motivation of patients and reduce costs, previous work has targeted encouraging and supervising therapeutic exercises with dedicated computer games using state-of-the-art human/computer interaction devices such as Nintendo Wii [3], Kinect [4], Rayzer Hydra [5]. Furthermore, new input devices are specifically designed for therapy and the market is changing rapidly [6, 7].

Designing therapeutic games is challenging because it requires an interdisciplinary team with clinical, engineering and game design backgrounds. The aim of this project was to simplify the design process of new therapeutic games by developing a software framework to unify tracking of skeletal motion features by external sensors with a game engine providing components for game development.

Methods
Software framework
The proposed framework is composed of sensor plugins, user datagram protocol (UDP) data transport and game layer components. Human computer interaction sensors track motion of body parts and determine joint centres and orientations of skeletal parts accessible through manufacturer software application program interfaces (APIs). The proposed software layer defines sensor plugins to integrate these software APIs to provide a unified view of sensors and tracking data to a game layer. Information of joint centres and orientations are extracted from native APIs and transferred to the game layer over UDP. The game layer further provides standard scripts and actors/game components to represent motion of body parts.

Game design methodology
Along with the software framework, a game design cycle is proposed. In this development cycle, a target therapy is selected and interviews with therapy experts are conducted to determine desired movements and expected clinical outcomes. Based on desired movements, possible input devices are selected and games fulfilling therapy requirements are designed. In addition to the visual components, data logging, difficulty and automatic adaptation to different sensors (if suitable) are considered. The game is subsequently refined with expert feedback.

Results
The proposed software framework was implemented in C# and sensor plugins for Kinect 2.0 and Rayzer Hydra were developed to interface with the corresponding manufacturer software development kit (SDK). Performance of UDP transport with the custom data transport protocol showed no limitations with respect to network transport and game interaction. Unity3D was selected as game engine and game layer components were implemented as prefabs. Standard visual components for limb segments for arm and hands were created, together with a range-of-motion assessment prefab.

Currently, the proposed game development cycle is applied to the area of upper arm exercises after shoulder injury. It is expected that a demonstration game for this therapy will be available in the coming weeks.

Conclusions
We expect that the proposed framework and game development cycle will simplify interdisciplinary therapy game development by providing a unified platform for team members to contribute to and routinely bring state-of-the-art game technology to therapeutic games.
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